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Preface

This guide describes how to use Oracle Communications Network Assurance 
Analytics to identify network transaction and performance issues.

Audience
This guide is intended for network administrators and operators, who manage 
network performance. They are responsible for analyzing and resolving network 
issues.

Documentation Accessibility
For information about Oracle's commitment to accessibility, visit the Oracle 
Accessibility Program website at 
http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=docacc.

Access to Oracle Support
Oracle customers that have purchased support have access to electronic support 
through My Oracle Support. For information, visit 
http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=info or visit 
http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=trs if you are hearing 
impaired.

Document Revision History
The following table lists the revision history for this document: 

Version Date Description 

E72008-01 August 2016 Initial release.
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1Working with Network Assurance Analytics

This chapter describes how to work with Oracle Communications Network Assurance 
Analytics.

About Network Assurance Analytics
Network Assurance Analytics displays graphical reports of the performance, status, 
and transactions of your networks and your network partners networks. 

The Network Assurance Analytics dashboard components include statistics, 
performance, and key performance indicator (KPI) chart and tables. The KPI charts 
and tables are customizable. 

For more information on the KPI charts and tables, see "Key Performance Indicators 
(KPIs)".

Network Assurance Analytics Landing Page
When you log into Network Assurance Analytics, the Analytics landing page appears, 
which displays the following tiles for access to the following Network Assurance 
Analytics dashboards:

■ Traffic Analysis dashboard, which displays your home based network traffic.

■ Roaming Analysis dashboard, which displays the regional network traffic in 
which your subscribers are roaming. 

About the Network Overview Chart
The Network Overview chart displays the overall performance of your network and 
your network partners networks. For example, how many transactions are going 
through your network, what geographic areas are exchanging traffic, and how efficient 
is your network.

Depending on which dashboard you are in, each circle represents a network element, 
such as a node, host, or region and each arc represents all the exchanged traffic 
(transactions) between the originating and receiving nodes, hosts, or regions.

A node consists of one or more hosts and is of a type such as DSR, HSS, or MME. A 
host consists of one or more interfaces (IPs).

The color of a circle represents the type of network element, and its border represents 
the network element’s efficiency. 

The width of each arc represents the volume of traffic and its color represents the 
performance of the transaction.
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The Network Overview chart uses the following colors:

■ Green, which indicates that the transactions exchanged between the network 
element have no issues.

■ Orange, which indicates that the efficiency of the transactions is reaching the 
network threshold level.

■ Red, which indicates an issue. For example, a device on the network is not 
working.

Note: Tooltips also describe the state of the network element and its 
traffic. To view a tooltip, hover over a component in the Network 
Overview chart.

Related Topics
Setting the Network Efficiency Threshold Values

Displaying Network Elements and Transactions of Interest
Within the Network Overview chart you can drill down to display network elements 
and transactions of specific interest, such as a network element or a transaction that 
has issues.

To display network elements and transactions of interest, in the Network Overview 
chart, double-click on the network element or the transaction you want to view: 

Tip: To go back to your original statistics, press ESC.

Related Topics
Changing the Type of Network Element to Display: Nodes or Hosts

Result Codes

Displaying Network Data
Network Assurance Analytics provides filters and key performance indicators (KPIs) 
for viewing specific metrics, such as the performance of certain devices on your 
network for a particular period of time.

Arranging Your Dashboard
You can choose which KPI charts are displayed in the Network Assurance Analytics 
dashboards and organize them to suit your viewing requirements.

To arrange the dashboard, do one or more of the following:

■ To add a KPI chart to the dashboard, from the sidebar, expand the Available KPIs 
section and click the KPI you want displayed.

■ To move a KPI chart to another place, in the dashboard, from the KPI chart’s title 
bar, select the KPI chart and drag it over one of the components whose border is 
now displayed as a red dash line. When the component’s border has changed to a 
green dash line, drop the KPI chart.

■ To remove a KPI chart from the dashboard, from the KPI chart's header, click x.
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Related Topics
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)

Applying Filters
Applying filters allows you to display particular network transactions. For example, if 
you select one specific Diameter application the KPI charts will display data only for 
this application. 

To use different types of filters, see the following:

■ Setting the Number of Displayed Network Elements

■ Displaying Statistics for Specific Applications

■ Displaying Statistics for Specific Commands

■ Displaying Statistics for Specific Nodes

■ Displaying Statistics for Specific Regions and Network Carriers

Note: The number in parentheses indicates the number of items that 
were selected from transactions, applications, commands, nodes, 
hosts, IP addresses, and networks.

Setting the Number of Displayed Network Elements
Use the Min. # of Transactions filter to limit the number of network elements that are 
displayed in the Network Overview chart. Only those network elements which 
contain the amount of transactions for the entered value or higher are displayed. For 
example, if the filter’s value is 1000, the Network Overview chart displays network 
elements that have 1000 or more transactions. Network elements with fewer 
transactions will not be displayed.

To set the number of displayed network elements:

1. From the Filters section, in the Min. # of Transactions field, enter the minimum 
number of transactions associated with a network element. 

2. Click Apply, which is located at the bottom of the sidebar. 

The Network Overview chart updates and displays only those network elements 
that have a total number of transactions that are the same or higher than the 
filter’s value.

Displaying Statistics for Specific Applications
Use the Applications filter to display statistics for specific applications. 

Note: By default, all applications are selected, as indicated by (ALL) 
next to Applications in the Filters section. 

To set which applications are displayed:

1. From the Filters section, click Applications.

The Applications dialog box appears.
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2. (Optional) Click Clear All, which clears any previously selected applications and 
removes any existing application data from the chart components in the 
dashboard. 

3. From the Diameter Application column, select or deselect one or more 
applications. 

4. Do one of the following:

■ To save the changes and update the KPI charts in the dashboard, select Apply.

■ To save the changes without applying them to the dashboard, select OK. 

You can apply the changes later by clicking Apply at the bottom of the sidebar. 

The applications selected are also listed under Selected Applications under the 
Applications filter.

Displaying Statistics for Specific Commands
Use the Commands filter to display statistics for specific commands.

Note: By default, all commands are selected, as indicated by (ALL) 
next to Commands in the Filters section.

To set which commands to display:

1. From the Filters section, click Commands.

The Commands dialog box appears.

2. (Optional) Click Clear All, which clears any previously selected applications and 
removes any existing application data from the chart components in the 
dashboard. 

3. From the Diameter Command column, select or deselect one or more of the 
command check boxes. 

For more information on the commands available, see "Commands".

4. Do one of the following:

■ To save the changes and update the KPI charts in the dashboard, select Apply.

■ To save the changes without applying them to the dashboard, select OK. 

You can apply the changes later by clicking Apply at the bottom of the sidebar. 

The commands selected are also listed under Selected Commands under the 
Commands filter.

Related Topics
Commands

Displaying Statistics for Specific Nodes
Use the Nodes filter to display statistics for specific nodes.

Note: By default, all nodes are selected, as indicated by (ALL) next to 
Nodes in the Filters section. 
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To set which nodes to display:

1. From the Filters section, click Nodes.

The Nodes dialog box appears. 

The Network Element column contains nodes, which expand to display the 
node’s hosts, and the host’s IP addresses. If your nodes also reside in multiple 
locations the nodes are contained within the geographical regions.

2. (Optional) Click Clear All, which clears any previously selected applications and 
removes any existing application data from the chart components in the 
dashboard. 

3. If your nodes reside in multiple locations, do one or more of the following:

■ To view one or more nodes in a geographical location, expand the 
geographical location, then select or deselect the node check boxes you wish to 
display.

■ To view one or more hosts in a geographical location, expand the geographical 
location and node, then select or deselect the host check boxes you wish to 
display.

■ To view one or more IP addresses in a geographical location, expand the 
geographical location, node, and host, then select or deselect the IP address 
check boxes you wish to display.

■ To view all nodes, hosts, and IP addresses in a geographical location, select 
only the geographic location check box, which displays all nodes, hosts and IP 
addresses in that location.

4. If your nodes do not reside in multiple locations, do one or more of the following: 

■ To view one or more hosts in a node, expand the node, then select or deselect 
the host check boxes you wish to display.

■ To view one or more IP addresses in a node, expand the node and hosts, then 
select or deselect the IP address check boxes you wish to display.

■ To view all hosts and IP addresses in a node, select only the node check box, 
which displays all hosts and IP addresses in that node.

5. Do one of the following:

■ To save the changes and update the KPI charts in the dashboard, select Apply.

■ To save the changes without applying them to the dashboard, select OK. 

You can apply the changes later by clicking Apply at the bottom of the sidebar. 

The nodes selected are also listed under Selected Nodes under the Nodes filter.

For more filtering options, if your nodes reside in multiple locations, you can 
configure the geographical positions of your nodes. 

Displaying Statistics for Specific Regions and Network Carriers
Use the Networks filter in the Roaming Analytics dashboard to display statistics for 
specific regions and partner network carriers.

Note: By default, all countries that contain your partner network 
carriers are selected, as indicated by (ALL) next to Networks. 
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To set which networks to display:

1. From the Filters section, click Networks.

The Networks dialog box appears.

2. (Optional) Click Clear All, which clears all previously selected applications and 
removes any existing application data from the chart components in the 
dashboard. 

3. To display all the network carriers in that country, select a country.

4. To display one or more network carriers in that country, expand a country and 
select those network carriers you want to display.

5. Do one of the following:

■ To save the changes and update the KPI charts in the dashboard, select Apply.

■ To save the changes without applying them to the dashboard, select OK. 

You can apply the changes later by clicking Apply at the bottom of the sidebar. 

The network regions and the number of network carriers selected are listed under 
Selected Networks under the Networks filter.

Choosing a Method of Displaying a Network
In the Traffic Analytics dashboard, you can choose how to view your network: 

■ Physical, which includes the router (DSR) elements on your network and displays 
3 nodes and 2 arcs for each transaction.

■ Logical, which excludes the router (DSR) elements on your network and displays 
2 nodes and 1 arch for each transaction.

Select the display you want in the Network View section.

Displaying Subscribers Impacted by Network Traffic Issues
The Customer Impact table displays subscribers and their details when they are 
affected by network issues. 

To display subscribers impacted by network traffic issues, from the Available KPIs 
section, click Customer Impact.

The Customer Impact table is connected to the Result Code Distribution KPI. When 
you double-click an Error result code in the Result Code Distribution KPI chart, the 
first 1000 customers impacted by the issue are populated into the Customer Impact 
table and the Customer Impact table is added to your dashboard.

The data displayed for each subscriber depends on the systems that are connected to 
Network Assurance Analytics. 

For example, when Oracle Communications Billing and Revenue Management (BRM) 
is integrated with Network Assurance Analytics, the Customer Impact KPI table will 
include the importance of the subscriber (Tier column) and the subscriber’s plan (Plan 
column) as well as the subscriber’s name and contact number.

Related Topics
Arranging Your Dashboard
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Customizing How Data is Displayed
You can customize dashboard layouts and chart formats.

You can save any given dashboard layout and configuration as a view, which you can 
then open at another time. 

To customize how data is displayed, see the following:

■ Changing the Viewable Time Period of the Network Traffic

■ Customizing Charts

■ Changing the Type of Network Element to Display: Nodes or Hosts

■ Setting the Network Efficiency Threshold Values

■ Saving a Dashboard View

Changing the Viewable Time Period of the Network Traffic
You can choose the time period over which the network traffic is displayed in the 
dashboard. By default, the network traffic displayed in the dashboard is from the last 
day. 

To change the viewable time period of the network traffic:

1. From the sidebar, expand the Period section.

2. From the Period list, do one of the following:

■ For a predefined period, select from one of the default periods of time and 
then click Apply, which is located at the bottom of the sidebar.

■ For an exact date and time: 

a. Select User Defined.

b. In the Start field, click the existing date.

The Select Date Range dialog box appears. For more information on how 
to select a date range, see "Working with the Date Range Dialog Box".

c. Select the exact date range and time you require. 

d. Click Apply. The Start and End fields and the KPI charts update to reflect 
the network traffic data for the period of time chosen.

Working with the Date Range Dialog Box
The Date Range dialog box contains angle brackets that cycle you through the calendar 
year, month, day. and time pages:

■ To change the year or month, click the Go Back angle bracket by Start, and from 
the year or month calendar tables select the year and month.

■ To change the time, click the Go Forward angle bracket by End, and from the hour 
table select a time.

■ To select a range of years, months, days, or time, in the calendar or hour table 
select your starting point for year, month, day, or time and drag across the 
calendar cells and rows.

Customizing Charts
You can customize charts as follows:
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■ Changing the Format, Type, and Legend Position of a Chart

■ Hiding Chart Values

Changing the Format, Type, and Legend Position of a Chart 
You can change a chart’s format, type, and legend position within the KPI chart.

Note: Not all options are available for all KPI charts.

To change a charts format, chart type, and legend position:

■ To change the size of the chart, on the KPI chart, click the down arrow and then 
select a value from the Panel Size list. 

■ To change the number of viewable bars or slices within a chart type, on the KPI 
chart, select the down arrow and then select a value from the Number of Elements 
list.

■ To view the chart network elements in order of efficiency, order of transactions, or 
order of failed transactions, on the KPI chart, select the down arrow and then 
select a value from the Sorting list.

■ To change the type of chart to display in the KPI chart, on the KPI chart, select the 
down arrow and then select a value from the Chart Type list.

■ To change the position of the legend inside the chart, or remove the legend from 
the chart, on the KPI chart, select the down arrow and then select a value from the 
Legend Position list. 

Hiding Chart Values
If a chart contains too many elements that makes it difficult for you to identify the 
value of each element, you can hide the display of specific element values.

For example, this is useful when you want to understand what transactions had taken 
place during an issue with the network. By removing those elements that apply to 
transactions that were successful you can concentrate on those transactions that had 
issues.

To hide an element’s value in a chart or to un-hide a previously hidden element’s 
value, in the chart, click the item in the legend that corresponds to the element’s value.

Tip: You can also use tooltips to see a description of an element in a 
chart. To view a tooltip, hover over a component in the chart.

Changing the Type of Network Element to Display: Nodes or Hosts
You can display either nodes or hosts in the Network Overview chart of the Traffic 
Analytics dashboard. 

By default, nodes are displayed, where the IP address from the transaction is checked 
in the node’s reference data. If the IP address is not found then the IP address will be 
displayed.

To change the network element from nodes to hosts:

1. In the Traffic Analytics dashboard, from the Branding bar, select Preferences.

2. From the NE Type displayed in Network Overview section, select Hosts. Where 
NE stands for network element.
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3. From the Host Source section, select one of the following options:

■ To display the transport layer (IP) of the host, select Transport Layer, where 
the IP address from the transaction is checked in the host’s reference data. If 
the IP address is not found then the IP address will be displayed.

■ To display the Origin Host and Destination Host attribute-value pairs (AVPs), 
select Host AVP. Where the value from the Origin Host and Destination Host 
AVPs is used. 

4. Click OK. 

The node’s internal hosts and IP addresses are displayed as the network element 
in the Network Overview chart.

Setting the Network Efficiency Threshold Values
One way you can view how efficiently your network is exchanging data is by using 
the colors displayed for the network elements and transactions in the Network 
Overview chart. You can define minimum and maximum threshold values for these 
colors to suit your business requirements. You set these values separately for each 
dashboard.

To set the network efficiency threshold values for either dashboard:

1. From the Branding bar, select Preferences.

The Preferences dialog box appears.

2. From the Efficiency Thresholds section, enter your threshold values, as follows:

■ Green, indicates no issues. No value is required.

■ Orange, indicates that the traffic exchanged between the network element is 
below your network threshold level. Enter a value between your Red value 
and 100. 

■ Red, indicates that the traffic exchanged between the network element has 
reached or is above your network threshold level. Enter a value between 0 and 
your Orange value.

3. Click OK. 

When you save a view of a dashboard arrangement the preferences are also saved. 
This allows you to save views with different threshold values. 

Related Topics
Saving a Dashboard View

Saving a Dashboard View
You can save frequent arrangements of dashboard components and settings as a view 
for later use. For example, you can create views that contain certain KPI scenarios for 
one of your applications, or that contain different threshold values. 

To save a dashboard arrangement as a view:

1. Select the KPIs and apply filter settings for the network metrics you wish to 
display.

2. (Optional) Arrange the KPI charts on the dashboard.

3. At the bottom of the sidebar, click Save.
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The Save View dialog box appears.

4. Enter a name.

5. Click Save. 

The saved view appears in the Views list.

Note: You cannot save a period of time in a view.

To re-display a saved view, from the Views list, click the saved view.

The following options are available by right-clicking on a saved view:

■ Open View.

■ Save Current Dashboard, which saves the view as the current dashboard 
arrangement and keeps the view’s name.

■ Delete View.

When you save a view of a dashboard arrangement the preferences are also saved. 
This allows you to save views with different threshold values. 

Related Topics
Arranging Your Dashboard

Applying Filters

Setting the Network Efficiency Threshold Values
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2Network Assurance Analytics Reference 

This chapter provides reference information for Oracle Communications Network 
Assurance Analytics.

Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
Network Assurance Analytics transforms the data of your networks and your network 
partners networks into graphical reports (chart views) based on key performance 
indicators (KPIs).

Table 2–1 describes the KPIs. 

Table 2–1  Key Performance Indicators

Available KPI Name Description

Application Distribution Displays the number of transactions for each application on the network.

Double-click an application to view the distribution of commands for the 
selected application. 

When you select a network element in the Network Overview chart, this KPI 
counts only the transactions sent or received by the selected network element.

Command Distribution Displays the number of transactions for each command code. 

Double-click a command to view the distribution of result codes for the selected 
command. 

When you select a network element in the Network Overview chart, this KPI 
counts only the transactions sent or received by the selected element.

Customer Impact Displays a list of impacted subscribers for a result code selected in Result Code 
Distribution KPI chart. The KPI table displays up to 1000 customers. 

Destination Node Table Displays a list of destination network elements together with their Realms and 
the number of all successful and failed transactions and efficiency.

Efficiency by Command Displays the efficiency for each command code. 

When you select a network element in the Network Overview chart, this KPI 
counts only the transactions sent or received by the selected element.

Incoming Volume Displays the incoming traffic volume for each region.

Latency by Command Displays the average transaction and max latency (transaction duration) in 
milliseconds for each command code. 

When you select a network element in the Network Overview chart, this KPI 
counts only the transactions sent or received by the selected element. 
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Commands
Table 2–2 lists the supported Diameter commands and their codes. 

For more information, see the IETF web site at:

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc4005

Latency by Destinations Displays the average and maximum latency (transaction duration) in 
milliseconds for the first 10 destination network elements. 

The network elements can be sorted based on the best or worst average, or 
maximum latency. 

When you select a network element in the Network Overview chart, this KPI 
counts only transactions sent or received by the selected element.

Origin Node Table Displays a list of originating network elements together with their Realms and 
the number of all successful and failed transactions and efficiency.

Outgoing Volume Displays the outgoing traffic volume for each region.

QoS for Destinations Displays the number of transactions for each result code family (Informational, 
Success, Protocol Failures, Transient Failures, and Permanent Failures) for 
destination elements. 

Elements can be sorted based on the number of transactions, efficiency, or the 
number of failed transactions. 

When you select a network element in the Network Overview chart, this KPI 
shows the destination elements from the transactions sent by the selected 
element.

QoS for Origins Displays the number of transactions for each result code family (Informational, 
Success, Protocol Failures, Transient Failures and Permanent Failures) for 
originating elements.

Elements can be sorted based on the number of transactions, efficiency, or the 
number of failed transactions. 

When you select a network element in the Network Overview chart, this KPI 
shows the originating elements from the transactions sent to the selected 
element.

Result Code Distribution Displays the number of transactions for each result code. 

Double-clicking a result code opens the Customer Impact KPI table to display a 
list of customers that were impacted by the transaction from the selected result 
code. 

When you select a network element in the Network Overview chart, this KPI 
counts only the transactions sent or received by the selected element.

Traffic Volume by Application Displays the volume (number of bytes) transferred by each application. It 
includes the bytes for both requests and answers. 

When you select a network element in the Network Overview chart, this KPI 
counts only the transactions sent or received by the selected element.

Traffic Volume by Command Displays the volume (number of bytes) transferred by each command. It 
includes the bytes for both requests and answers. 

When you select a network element in the Network Overview chart, this KPI 
counts only the transactions sent or received by the selected element.

Table 2–1 (Cont.) Key Performance Indicators

Available KPI Name Description



Table 2–2  Supported Diameter Commands

Command Name Abbreviation Code

AA AAR/AAA 265

AA-Mobile-Node AMR/AMA 260

Abort-Session ASR/ASA 274

Accounting ACR/ACA 271

Authentication-Information AIR/AIA 318

Boostrapping-Info BIR/BIA 310

Cancel -Location CLR/CLA 317

Capabilities-Exchange CER/CEA 257

Credit-Control CCR/CCA 272

Delete-Subscriber-Data DSR/DSA 320

Device-Watchdog DWR/DWA 280

Diameter-EAP DER/DEA 268

Disconnect-Peer DPR./DPA 282

Home-Agent-MIP HAR/HAA 262

Insert-Subscriber-Data IDR/IDA 319

Location-Info LIR/LIA 285

ME-Identity-Check ECR/ECA 324

Message-Process MPR/MPA 311

Multimedia-Auth MAR/MAA 286

Notify NOR/NOA 323

Profile-Update PUR/PUA 307

Purge-UE PUR/PUA 321

Push-Notification PNR/PNA 309

Push-Profile PPR/PPA 288

Re-Auth RAR/RAA 258

Registration-Termination RTR/RTA 287

Reset RSR/FSA 322

Server-Assignment SAR/SAA 284

Session-Termination STR/STA 275

Subscribe-Notifications SNR/SNA 308

undefined unknown -5000

Update-Location ULR/ULA 316

User-Authorization UAR/UAA 283

User-Data UDR/UDA 306

Commands
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Statistics
The Statistics bar, which is located above the Network Overview chart, displays a 
quick view of your network, network transactions, and network devices.

Table 2–3 describes the statistic elements. 

Table 2–3  Statistics

Network Element Description

Applications Displays the number of applications used by the network.

Avg Latency Displays the average latency seen in the network transactions.

Avg Transaction Size Displays the average size of a transaction.

AVP Hosts Displays the number of different hosts from the Origin Host AVPs (first number) and 
the Destination Host AVPs (second number). 

Commands Displays the number of commands used by the network.

Efficiency Displays the ratio between successful transactions and total number of all 
transactions.

Max Latency Displays the maximum amount of latency seen in the network transactions. 

Max Transaction Size Displays the maximum size of a transaction.

Realms Displays the number of different realms from the Origin Realm AVPs (first number) 
and the Destination Realm AVPs (second number).

Total Volume Displays the total number of bytes transferred in the transactions.

Transactions Displays the number of transactions passed through the network.

Result Codes
Table 2–4 lists the supported Diameter result codes. For more information, see the 
Result-Code AVP section in the IETF web site at:

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6733#section-7.1

Table 2–4  Result Code Values

Code Legend Item Description

1001 MULTI_ROUND_AUTH An informational error returned by the Diameter server. The access 
device requires more authentication in order for access to be granted.

2001 SUCCESS The Diameter request was processed successfully.

2002 LIMITED_SUCCESS Though the Diameter request was processed successfully, additional 
processing is required by the application in order to provide service to 
the user.

3001 COMMAND_
UNSUPPORTED

The command-code in the Diameter request is not recognized or 
supported by the Diameter node.

3002 UNABLE_TO_DELIVER The origin and destination information in the diameter message header 
is incorrect. 

3003 REALM_NOT_SERVED The destination realm in the diameter message header is not 
recognized.

3004 TOO_BUSY The request cannot be processed within the timeout period of the 
server.

3005 LOOP_DETECTED An agent detected a loop while trying to get the message to the 
intended recipient. 
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3006 REDIRECTED_INDICATION  A redirect agent has determined that the request cannot be satisfied 
locally. The initiator of the request should direct the request directly to 
the server.

3007 APPLICATION_
UNSUPPORTED

The Diameter Gateway server received the diameter request that the 
application is not supported.

3008 INVALID_HDR_BITS The Diameter message header contains bits of unexpected byte size, or 
it is corrupted.

3009 INVALID_AVP_BITS The Diameter message contains the attribute-value pair (AVP) bits of 
unexpected byte size, or it is corrupted.

3010 UNKNOWN_PEER A capabilities-exchange-request (CER) was received from an unknown 
peer.

4001 AUTHENTICATION_
REJECTED

The authentication process for the user failed, probably due to an 
invalid password used by the user. 

4002 OUT_OF_SPACE Returned by the Diameter node when it receives an accounting request 
that it is unable to store, due to lack of memory.

4003 ELECTION_LOST  The peer has determined that it has lost the election process and has 
disconnected the transport connection.

5001 AVP_UNSUPPORTED The Diameter Gateway server received a message with an unknown or 
unsupported AVP.

5002 UNKNOWN_SESSION_ID The Diameter request contains an unknown Session-Id.

5003 AUTHORIZATION_
REJECTED

The user is not authorized.

5004 INVALID_AVP_VALUE The Diameter request contained an invalid value in the AVP data.

5005 MISSING_AVP The Diameter request did not contain the AVP that is required by the 
command code definition.

5006 RESOURCES_EXCEEDED  The Diameter request cannot be authorized as the user has already 
over extended their resource allowance.

5007 CONTRADICTING_AVPS The Diameter server has detected that there are AVPs in the Diameter 
request that contradict each other.

5008 AVP_NOT_ALLOWED The Diameter message was received with an AVP that is not approved.

5009 AVP_OCCURS_TOO_
MANY_TIMES

The Diameter message contained an AVP whose number of 
appearances in a message exceeds the permitted amount.

5010 NO_COMMON_
APPLICATION

The Diameter Gateway server received a capabilities-exchange-request 
(CER) message that no common applications are supported between 
the peers.

5011 UNSUPPORTED_VERSION The Diameter request message contained a version number that is not 
supported.

5012 UNABLE_TO_COMPLY An unexpected system error occurred.

5013 INVALID_BIT_IN_HEADER This error is returned when an unrecognized bit in the Diameter header 
is set to one (1).

5014 INVALID_AVP_LENGTH The AVP in the Diameter request message contains less or more bytes 
than expected by the Diameter Gateway server.

Table 2–4 (Cont.) Result Code Values

Code Legend Item Description
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5015 INVALID_MESSAGE_
LENGTH

The Diameter request is received with an invalid message length.

5016 INVALID_AVP_BIT_COMBO The Diameter request contains an AVP who’s value is incorrect for the 
AVP Flags field. 

5017 NO_COMMON_SECURITY A CER message was processed without the security mechanism.

Table 2–4 (Cont.) Result Code Values

Code Legend Item Description
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